Artisan Breads $25.22/$25.22 Sr. Fee
...is crafted, rather than mass produced. Baked in small batches with special attention to ingredients, process, and a return to the fundamentals of the age-old bread-making tradition sets artisan bread apart. In this class, you will learn how to make breads, discuss ingredients to use, and tips to make your bread making experience successful. Get ready to wow your family with homemade, healthy bread that you can make yourself! You’ll get to take home what you make, so bring a container along.

25696 3/2-3/3 MT 6-9p Cedar Grove

Build Your Own Free Webpage $23.38/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to build a web page for your club, community organization, personal use, or business. Find out which web design tools and hosting services are available at no cost where you can share photos, videos, calendars, updates, recipes, and more. You’ll also learn how to invite people to your page, upload files, add links to other web pages, and manage your website or wiki. A wiki is like a webpage, only better because your invited friends and relatives can interact.
25859 4/22-4/29 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

Butterfly and Bee Garden $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to attract beautiful butterflies and bees to your garden or flower bed! We will discuss the kinds of annuals and perennials as well as what seeds to plant which will attract these summertime creatures. Many of the plants you can use in your butterfly garden are low maintenance and beautiful. Participants will leave with a plant materials list and a bee and butterfly gardening manual.

25825 3/22 W 6-9p Oostburg

Computer Maintenance-Basic $23.38/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to keep their computer running to its fullest potential. Are you tired of your computer slowing down or locking up? We’ll share inside tips and tricks, and the best applications to download to maintain your PC. Learn how to get into safe mode, use system restore, and much more. This class will contain similar topics as covered in Computer for Beginners Level 4. 25807 3/16-3/23 M 6-9p Cedar Grove

Computers: Word-Level 1 $29.88/$11.00 Sr. Fee
...focuses on the development of basic computer skills in Word. You will create documents using Microsoft Word by inserting/deleting text, formatting text, setting line spacing, aligning documents, using templates, changing margins, and using the spelling/grammar function. A jump drive for you to keep is included as part of this course.

25832 2/18-2/25 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

Computers: Word-Level 2 $29.88/$11.00 Sr. Fee
...focuses on the development of intermediate computer skills in Word. You will evaluate the layout of Word documents. A jump drive for you to keep is included as part of this course.

25833 3/4-3/11 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

Cupcake Crazy $22.09/$22.09 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to decorate cupcakes! Join us and bake, fill and decorate your way through the cupcake craze! You’ll bake cupcakes, make the filling and then make a delicious frosting and decorate, decorate, decorate! You’ll be working on piping skills for decorating and work with various types of decorating techniques to complete your work.

25856 5/13 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

Computer Maintenance-Basic $23.38/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to keep their computer running to its fullest potential. Are you tired of your computer slowing down or locking up? We’ll share inside tips and tricks, and the best applications to download to maintain your PC. Learn how to get into safe mode, use system restore, and much more. This class will contain similar topics as covered in Computer for Beginners Level 4. 25807 3/16-3/23 M 6-9p Cedar Grove

Computers: Word-Level 1 $29.88/$11.00 Sr. Fee
...focuses on the development of basic computer skills in Word. You will create documents using Microsoft Word by inserting/deleting text, formatting text, setting line spacing, aligning documents, using templates, changing margins, and using the spelling/grammar function. A jump drive for you to keep is included as part of this course.

25832 2/18-2/25 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

Computers: Word-Level 2 $29.88/$11.00 Sr. Fee
...focuses on the development of intermediate computer skills in Word. You will evaluate the layout of Word documents. A jump drive for you to keep is included as part of this course.

25833 3/4-3/11 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

Eco-Consumerism $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to make environmental purchasing choices. Learn how to be an active informed consumer, sort through the “green washing” tricky marketing ploys, hear an intro on GMOs, and go home with some ideas on how you can save money and live a leaner and more natural lifestyle. One way to go green is to use vinegar! From cooking & cleaning to gardening & home remedies, vinegar has 1001 uses. Learn about all natural vinegar & the amazing cost saving uses.

25970 4/30 R 6-9p Cedar Grove

Front Door Curb Appeal $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant a variety of techniques to enhance the front entry of their home. Class will focus on paint colors, potted plants, shrubs and decorations to add texture, variety and appeal to the home. Making changes for the season will also be included in this class.

25823 4/29 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

How to Use Google+ and Google Docs $23.38/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to navigate Google+ and Google Docs. Learn everything you need to know to utilize it to the fullest. Discover ways that Google Docs will streamline your work flow and help you complete and share documents quickly and easily.

25858 4/15 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

How to Use Your Smart Devices $23.38/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...will teach the participant how to use functions on their smartphone, iPad or tablet. Ever wish you could just ask questions about how to do things with your smartphone, iPad, or tablet? It could be something simple such as setting up email, iTunes, or contacts. Maybe you have questions about the Internet and apps, or maybe you want to learn how to sync the apps on one device with another computer or iPad. This is your opportunity to ask your questions and get answers in a small group setting.

25857 3/18-3/25 W 6-9p Cedar Grove

It's in the Cloud $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to set up online personal spaces you can access at any time for your documents, pictures, videos, and web favorites. Explore Web 2.0 resources like Delicious for bookmarking, SkyDrive and Google for file storage and sharing, Shutterfly Collage and SlideShare for photo sharing, and Wikis for sharing content online. Bring a jump drive with digital photos or files you want to work with.

25972 5/11 M 6-9p Oostburg

Meal Planning $17.09/$17.09 Sr. Fee
...teaches methods of planning meals for one and two week periods of time and how to expand on that for a month or more. The class will cover the key element of PLANNING, meal prep strategies that save time, making extra to use as a new dish later in the time period, efficiency in shopping and utilizing supermarket deals and more. This can all be tailored around your personal food likes and dislikes.

25951 3/19 R 6-9p Oostburg

ServSafe Certification $117.26/$79.50 Sr. Fee
...satisfies Wisconsin Statute HSS196.19(2)(a) requirements. The course includes classroom activity, textbook readings, and the testing for food handling certification. The DHSS filing fee is not included in the course fee.

25864 3/24-4/14 T 6-9p Cedar Grove

25866 3/24-4/14 T 6-9p Random Lake
Shade Gardening  $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant all about shady characters! Learn from a master gardener about the numerous plants that thrive in minimal sunlight. You’ll gain inspiration and techniques on how to effectively plant and maintain shade plants. You’ll discover an extensive list of new and old annuals, perennials, ground covers and shrubs that can be combined in exciting and beautiful ways for shady places. You’ll also learn how to develop a shade garden that includes making a garden under trees.
25820  4/13  M  6-9p  Oostburg

Social Networking on Facebook and Google  $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant how to share life events. Learn how to login, share photos, videos, and post comments. You can make it as public or private as you want.
25834  4/9  R  6-9p  Cedar Grove

Spanish for Travelers-1  $35.96/$35.96 Sr. Fee
...provides a quick and confident grasp of some basic Spanish phrases to make your trip to Spanish speaking countries more enjoyable. The class will introduce you to the basics of Spanish pronunciation and sounds.
25810  2/17-3/3  T  6-9p  Cedar Grove
25813  2/17-3/3  T  6-9p  Random Lake

Square-Foot Gardening  $17.09/$17.09 Sr. Fee
...covers topics such as: No time to garden? Just beginning? No space? Try raised bed gardening. One or two simple 4'X 4' beds can provide food and cut flowers all season. You can learn how to grow vegetables and plants in a little space. Less stress on your back and joints! Save money on seeds, no tiller required and very little weeding!
25830  5/14  R  6-9p  Random Lake

Starting from Seed to Kickstart Your Garden  $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...teaches the participant about plants to start as seeds indoors to kickstart the spring/summer growing season. This class will cover starting vegetables, herbs and flowers and will include instruction on equipment needed, germination, caring for seedlings, watering and how and when to plant outdoors.
25826  2/25  W  6-9p  Cedar Grove

Vegetable Gardening  $17.09/$4.50 Sr. Fee
...will help get started or improve your large or small vegetable garden and learn: seed germination, cropping methods, insect and disease problems, organic, square foot and vertical gardening. All of the key topics in vegetable gardening will be covered.
25828  4/20  M  6-9p  Random Lake

LOCATIONS
Cedar Grove-Belgium High School
321 N. 2nd Street, Cedar Grove

Oostburg High School
410 New York Avenue, Oostburg

Random Lake High School
605 Random Lake Road, Random Lake